FREELANCERS
WEEKLY REPORT#2
Group(last week):
Last week we had two meetings. The purpose of these meeting was to audit schedule
and what we have done so far. In addition, we have split new jobs for this week.
Yağız:
This week I have continued working on the chat class. I have consumed a lot of my time
with some problems that occurred in that class and in the related Javascript files. I have have
uploaded the finished part of the class, but it is not working properly, because of a problem that I
can not not manage to solve. In addition I have been working on group search page.
Caner:
This week I have completed CVS management and inform my friends about its usage.
Other than this with the help of our assistant (Mr. Çallı) I have been working on profile importation
however it is not finished yet. After a few changes in database I have committed the sql files to
CVS. Other than these I have corrected the Gantt Chart with the two Version submission dates: 8
April & 8 May.
Kutlu:
Last week I have continued with the database(with Serhat) and profile classes which I
had started on the previous week. I have also built up the file hierarchy of the project and uploaded
some tmp files that we created last semester. Next week I will finish doing with profile class and
commit it to our CVS repository
Serhat:
This week, I have implemented two classes namely, database(with Kutlu) and session
classes. Besides, I searched for reverse Ajax for instant messaging. I informed about reverse Ajax
methods. COMET is the most possible method which we will be use.
Group(next week):
Next week, we are planning to make a meeting at Tuesday 13:30 for “how it is going
on?” and “what are the problems?” until now, in addition, Saturday 13:30 for Configuration

Management Plan. We will decide the method which we will use for reverse Ajax. Also, personally;
Yağız will complete the chat class and all related javascripts that has caused him problems.
Besides,he will start the design of the group and expert related pages. Caner will hopefully finish
with the importation and do the general optimization on Login page and help the profile page. Kutlu
will finish doing with profile class and commit it to our CVS repository. Serhat will implement
some prototype functions for reverse Ajax (COMET).

